
Olga Rising will be CLOSED this week.  

 

We will reopen on the 27th of September. 

 

We apologize (we are so sorry) if this creates any inconveniences.  

 

We hope when you take a bite out of one of our homemade buttermilk biscuit sandwiches 

or you take a sip of our coffee you can feel how much love and devotion we have poured 

into this little cafe. We hope you come back and visit us to see what we are up to on the 

27th. But most of all we hope that the change that we brought to Eastsound this summer 

feels like old change instead of new change.  

 

I am incredibly proud of my staff who brought energy, enthusiasm, passion and dedication 

to making Olga Rising what it is today. Also some of you may not know this, but Orcas 

Adventures in Moran State Park is another business we run. We ended moving support 

staff to town to handle upticks in volume and the Olga Rising crew to the lake to return the 

favor. I didn't always know when I showed up to work who was gonna be there, but a crew 

always appeared (sometimes out of thin air) willing and present to handle the tide.  I would 

like to extend a giant thank you to all of our staff (both Olga Rising, Orcas Adventures & 

The Sugar Shack) who made the magic happen, even the bakers and kitchen support - who 

didn't have the opportunity to hear the amazing feedback they so deserved. Even the 

woodman (Edward) who continuously fixed things in the background so we 

didn't experience hiccups. Without everyone of them Olga Rising would never have risen.  

 

I adore our staff tremendously -all of their corky personalities. their uniqueness and their 

loyalty to the community. We close our doors this week to bring new equipment that 

is needed for them to be able to do their job without constraints that the current 

equipment is causing. When this equipment was ordered I was told it would be here in 

December, but it's somehow miraculously already made it here. Please flex our 

flexibility with us so we can keep trekking forward.  
 


